Thermodynamic aspects of cAMP dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit allostery.
Kinetics of thermal inactivation of acrylodan-labeled cAMP dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit, its binary complexes with ATP and peptide inhibitor PKI[5-24], respectively, and the ternary complex involving both of these ligands were studied at different temperatures (5-50 °C). The thermodynamic parameters ΔH and ΔS for ligand binding equilibria as well as for the allosteric interaction between the binding sites of these ligands were obtained by using the Van't Hoff analysis. The results indicated that more inter- and intra-molecular non-covalent bonds were involved in ATP binding with the protein when compared to the peptide binding. Similarly, nucleotide and peptide binding steps were accompanied with different entropy effects, while almost no entropy change accompanied PKI[5-24] binding, suggesting that the protein flexibility was not affected in this case. Differently from the binary complex formation the ternary complex formation was accompanied by a significant entropy change and with intensive formation of new non-covalent interactions (ΔH). At the same time both ligand binding steps as well as the allosteric interaction between ligand binding sites could be described by a common entropy-enthalpy compensation plot, pointing to a similar mechanism of these phenomena. It was concluded that numerous weak interactions govern the allostery of cAMP dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit.